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That’s our Keith Wall, but that is not Keith’s Lloyd, but it is
his 55 year old, one owner Morgan, and it won a very
prestigious prize at the All British Day at Kings School on
Sunday August 2015. ( see page 7 )
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Willoughby Street Fair
The odd illness and mechanical ‘concerns’ meant that the MCSC was represented by
its smallest contingent ever. Keith was there in his Lloyd Alexander, Allen on his
Heinkel, and John with the NSU Prinz. But, surprise, surprise, apart from a couple of
firetrucks, and a mysterious Mercedes Benz ( late model) we were the only
motorised part of the Festival parade. The crowds were as usual in abundance and
paid us a lot of attention.

Following the parade, we
parked in the display area
and became spectators,
checking out the many
stalls, foodies, buskers,
magicians, Orchid displays
scientific demonstrations ,
dancers, choirs, bands,
environmental and other
education.
Top photo, Allen Wall on
his Heinkel. Right is Keith’s
Lloyd and John in the NSU
Both photos were taken by the official festival photographer.
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BMW 700 Coupe as shown in the Spring RUMcar News magazine ( UK)

The BMW 700 was a small rear-engined car produced by BMW in various
models from August 1959 to November 1965. It was the first BMW
automobile with a monocoque structure. The 700 was a sales success at a time
when BMW was close to financial ruin. The 700 was also successful in its
class in motorsport, both in its stock form and as the basis of a racing special
called the 700RS.
More than 188,000 were sold before production ended in November 1965.
Upon discontinuing the 700, BMW left the economy car market and did not
return until 2002 with the Mini.
**********************************************************************************

BSA Ariel 3
In 1970, BSA produced the Ariel 3,
a 49 cc automatic trike with a coupling
between the front and rear frame
sections allowing banking when
cornering. The front half was
hinged to the rear and could tilt into
corners whilst keeping all three wheels
on the ground. The design was licensed
from George L Wallis & Son, who had
patented it in 1966. A small museum
dedicated to the trike has been
established in Bristol, England.
Following the failure of the Ariel 3,
the design was licensed to Honda which produced it as the Honda Gyro.
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VESPA 400

This item, related to the magic little Vespa 400, has been gleaned from a daily email
written by Michael Banovsky that was forwarded to me by Colin McFarlane
It all started when Michael's father texted him a photo of a beautiful red Vespa
400. "What is this?" he asked, with my response, "OMG a Vespa 400! Where are
you!? Get the owner's contact info!" He did, which is how I found myself in the
passenger seat of ( someone called) Ken's beautiful red Vespa 400 for a quick jaunt
around the neighbourhood, its rear-mounted inline two cylinder two stroke engine
huffing and puffing with the theatre of a Parisian moped and the speed of a mobility
scooter.
I can't blame the car—three speeds (or four, I can't quite recall…the car was
available with either) and 393cc are just about right for motivating a curb weight of
just 375 kg (827 lb). Launched in 1957 and designed by Piaggio in Italy but built in
France by Ateliers de construction de motocycles et d'automobiles (ACMA), the 400
enjoyed huge publicity on its debut, with many touting it as the perfect blend of
scooter and car
One of the quirks of the car, and something current owners are still dealing with, is
the need to blend oil and gasoline to feed the little two-stroke. Vespa later added a
semi-automatic mixing device, and eventually a fully automatic system. When I
rattle off the Vespa 400's specs, keep in mind how light on fuel small cars are these
days, while remaining feature-packed and usable almost anywhere. Top speed is a
loud 83 km/h (~52 mph) and 0-64 km/h (40 mph) is hit with a time of…just…23
seconds.
Relatively high fuel consumption and pokey performance matter little to the owners
of classics rolled out on sunny days—with the added attraction of holding the keys to
a microcar cute enough to stop traffic.
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Shannon’s Sydney Classic, Motorsport Park Eastern Creek
2015 was a direct opposite to the disasterously wet day we experienced in
2014. The MCSC rollup was substantial, and father and son team of Don and
Brendan Wagner represented the club in the Concours with their immaculately
restored Goggo Dart. It was no surprise to see them take out the 1951 to 1960
category, but to then see them also collect the Concours champion was a terrific
achievement. Photo below left shows Brendan with yellow helmet, and Don standing.
Below right Motoring Journalist Pedr Davis and Brendan after receiving his trophy
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Four Grandfathers way back then in a newish Trojan…….

Below…. from the UK, Paul Wren’s twin sons Nathan and Declan, still
having fun. ( spot the differences. Maybe the top photo was taken in a mirror )
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From our UK correspondent, Alan Town….
On Saturday 4th July 2015, which was probably the hottest day of the year to
date, over three thousand people made their way to the playing fields at the rear of
Westhead Primary School for the annual Village of Westhead Carnival, near
Ormskirk in Lancashire.
This popular carnival is a non profit family event which raises money for
many local charities and also the British Red Cross. There were many stalls,
displays, a large marquee, a Punch and Judy show, a fun fair, and an events arena.
The proceedings opened with the crowning of the Carnival Queen and many
attractions kept people entertained including a Carnival procession, the Skelmersdale
Brass Band, a Pipe Band, a Theatre and Dance Display, and a dog display team.
The Northwest Microcars Group had been invited to the Carnival and a
number of the group attended with a variety of "bubble cars" which brought great
interest and amusement to all.
Dave Garner who lives locally displayed his yellow Messerschmitt KR200
and generously allowed others in the group to use his house as a base, with his
charming wife Moira, laying on plenty of tea, coffee, and a delicious buffet during
the course of the day. Others who attended were Alan Town with his Isetta 600, Paul
Wren with his Trojan, David Tattersall with his silver Messerschmitt KR200, and
Tim O'Neil with his Heinkel Kabine.
All of the microcar owners agreed it was a wonderful venue with many
attractions and a great social event for them all.
On the previous page you will see a photo of Paul Wren's twin sons, Nathan
and Declan pictured sitting in his Trojan. It has not been confirmed if any of the 4 in
the black and white photo also on the previous page is in fact the twins’ grandfather.
The editor is checking with Paul Wren to see if he can recognise his father who is
rather young in that photo.
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‘SMART” parking
seen in Europe by
Bob Billiards, but no
doubt practiced by
Smart owners all
over the world.

Messerschmitt ‘bubble car ‘ gathering at Beaulieu ( UK)

August 2nd 2015 ( from the BBC ) ….These are some of the more than 50 3 and 4
wheeled Messerschmitts who met in New Forest The rally at Beaulieu National
Motor Museum on Saturday attracted owners from Holland and Germany, as well
many of the 17 Tigers originally sold in the UK. The vehicles, produced between
1953 and 1964, were designed as a cheap micro car for working people. Some of
them are now worth more than £100,000, the museum said.The event also paid tribute
to Ken Piper, club president of the Messerschmitt Owners Club (MOC), and his
racing career. Mr Piper, from Portsmouth, won many races, rallies and trials in
Messerschmitt cars, often travelling at 100mph."I used to be frightened to look," he
said. However, he admitted: "I can't afford to own one now." MOC was formed in
1956 to promote interest in the vehicles.
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2015 Inspection and picnic day at Homebush ( bi-centenary park)

**********************************************************
BRANXTON N.S.W ….. The Umbrella Festival 17th October
Another new event and in the Hunter Valley, was a country fair and car show with a
difference. Not a big town, but well known to those who travelled from Sydney to the
New England Highway via Cessnock before the opening of the Hunter Expressway.
Branxton’s theme is Umbrellas, and wherever you look there are umbrellas and
backed up with balloons. A good range of car makes and models, mainly from the
district , and almost as many motorbikes. Lots of stalls, and activities especially for
children and of course an abundance of fine food and produce. The round trip was
just over 200 miles ( 320klms ), which was comfortable, sticking to the M1 and M15,
but a little bit on the warm side (34C) coming home (of course no aircon in the Prinz)

Umbrellas in main street

John Renshaw’s Prinz on John Renshaw Drive
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Foxtel TV Advert starring Simsy’s Heinkel.
The photo below shows the cast of Foxtel’s latest TV Commercial gathered at Moore Park. It
is hard to imagine that Graham and his Heinkel were there from 7.30 am till 7.30 pm and the
result lasted maybe 30 seconds. You may or may not have seen it, if you have, then you will
know that Magda Szubanski was the human involved and I have it on good authority that she
only had eyes for the Heinkel. I have seen one version of the ad, which went for a mere 16
seconds, but I have no idea what it tried to achieve. I will watch more carefully if I get to see
it again.

******************************************
We have ‘Opted into the 2 year RMS 60 day Log Book
Trial for Concessionally Registered Vehicles.
On 4 September the NSW Minister for Roads, Maritime and Freight
Mr Duncan Gay announced a two year trial of a Classic Vehicle Log Book
scheme which will allow owners of vehicles with Conditional (Historic)
Registration to use their cars up to 60 days each year, commencing 1st
October 2015. Registration is a simple process at any RMS service centre.
This scheme will allow much greater flexibility than the current
system which restricts the owner to club events and maintenance runs.
To qualify for registration of the car via the Classic Vehicle Log Book
Trial the owner must be a member of a recognised car club that has
opted into the new scheme and the car must be 30 years old.
For at least the duration of the ‘trial’, there will be no additional
costs to the owner or the club, and the existing number plates will remain.
Several MCSC vehicles are already participating in the trial.
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Some Motor Museums of Australia
National Holden Motor Museum
7 Warren St, Echuca, VIC
Ph: (03) 5480 2033
www.holdenmuseum.com.au
National Motor Racing Museum
400 Panorama Ave, Bathurst NSW
(02) 6332 1872
National Museum of Australia (sometimes has car displays)
Lawson Crescent, Acton Peninsula, ACT
(02) 6208 5000 ( 9 to 5 Daily )
Max’s Motor Museum
Cnr Hammersley and Norseman Rds, Corowa, NSW
(02) 6033 1429 ( open 7 days by appointment $5 entry)
www.maxsmotormuseum.websyte.com.au
(Unfortunately Max passed away a couple of years ago )
National Automobile Museum of Tasmania
86 Cimitiere St, Launceston, TAS
(03) 6344 8888
www.namt.com.au
Goolwa Motor Museum
45 Gardiner St, Goolwa, South Australia.
(08) 8555 3338
McFeeters Motor Museum
Cnr Oxford St and Newell Hwy, Forbes, NSW
(02) 6852 3001
www.motormuseum.com.au
The Australian Motorlife Museum
Darkes Rd, Kembla Grange, NSW
(02) 4261 4100
www.motorlifemuseum.com.au
Tanunda Vintage Car and Motorcycle Museum
Barossa Valley Way, Tanunda, SA
(08) 8563 3400
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Motor Museum of Western Australia
Lot 99 Lord Street, Whiteman, WA
(08) 08 9249 9457
www.motormuseumofwa.asn.au/
(This one is AMAZING!)
West Coast Motor Museum
227 Woodlands Parade, Stakehill, WA
Ron West: 0418 935 613
By appointment only
Lost in the 50s American Classic Car Museum
Newcastle, NSW ( open only once each month )
By appointment only, bookings essential
Admission $15, kids under 12 free
Ph: (02) 4955 2445
W: www.lostinthe50s.com.au
York Motor Museum
116 Avon Terrace, York, WA
(08) 9477 6742
www.yorkwa.com.au/Motor.Museum
Parkes Motor Museum
Newell Highway, Parkes, NSW (02) 6862 6000
www.henryparkescentre.com.au
Binalong Motor Museum
Oliver St, Binalong, NSW
(02) 6227 4251
(Private collection)
Queensland Motor Museum
67 Erbacher Road, Hampton QLD
(07) 4697 9271
www.queenslandautomuseum.com.au
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THE CHAIN GANG…..Graham Sims
(REPLACING A BROKEN CHAIN ON A HEINKEL KABINE)

I guess most of us aficionados of old ,vintage ,or oddball vehicles have a
love/hate relationship with our ‘favourite’ machines. There are days when
everything goes right, (I remember a few such days)...and days when everything
goes wrong ,and we wonder why we are such masochists.
Don’t get ME wrong, folks. I love my yellow Isetta and my little red
Heinkel Kabine, but ,as I said ,there ARE days....
Some months ago ,I noticed that the brake drums on the Heinkel were
getting hot. I don’t just mean ‘hot’...I mean HOT...untouchably HOT. They were
obviously not releasing after use...and, with its ‘mighty’194 cc powerplant, the
Heinkel needs every bit of ‘oomph’ it can muster. So, with the help and expertise of
the redoubtable Dieter Bartsch, we two old Germainians took on the task of finding
out what was wrong...and fixing it.
The problem turned out to be sticking brake cylinders and perished rubber
‘boots’ on the brake pistons themselves. We were successful in cleaning and
polishing the alloy pistons ,so they freely moved up and down..but replacing the odd
-looking rubber ‘ boots’, in a rare ,55 year old vehicle, seemed a potential problem.
A less than hopeful visit to my local ‘Brake Pro’ centre, just around the
corner, brought unexpected results, as they had one identical ‘boot’ in stock, and
produced another within a day or so. (I even bought a spare pair.)
Lulled into what passes for Teutonic optimism ,we replaced the ‘boots’,
adjusted the brakes, (relatively easy on the Heinkel, as, unlike the Isetta, it has
brakes on only the two front wheels,) and I proceeded to take the little red beastie for
a test drive....or so I thought.
As soon as I engaged the clutch and put it into first gear, there was an
almighty BANG ...and the Heinkel and I went absolutely NOWHERE! When I
revved the accelerator, NOTHING happened, except a lot of noise.
Now, folks, this had happened once before, when I was happily, and noisily
driving through Hornsby, some years ago. That time, the ‘bang’ turned out to be the
1st gear sprocket breaking, by snapping the woodruff key holding it on the shaft.
On that awful occasion , the little beast went back to Rob Walters, its
‘father’, who strengthened the drive sprocket by some judicious welding.
No doubt remembering the sheer joy of that experience, Rob appeared to
have many prior commitments this time...being in Tassie etc. So then I sought help
from Allen & Keith Wall, (who willingly offered it), then for me to keep finding
excuses not to do anything sensible, as I ‘knew’ what we’d find again...another
disaster in the gearbox.
One odd feature was that we realised we could push the kaputted Heinkel
BACKWARDS without difficulty, but it refused to budge when we strove to push it
FORWARDS. My home-made theory, which no-one could absolutely disprove, was
that the broken gear sprocket(s) had jammed inside the gearbox, and done Lord
knew how much damage.
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After due contemplation, the ever logical Dieter, (well, HE’s ALL German...I’m
only HALF German), said it was possible that something else had broken, rather
than, (or as well as ) the gear sprocket.
We therefore made a profound ,executive decision, of earth- shattering originality …
we would jack the Heinkel up, and see what we might discover. (I am ashamed that it
took MONTHS of masterful INACTIVITY before I got off my proverbial backside
to do this.)
With the Heinkel jacked up ,the rear wheels of the red terror WOULD spin quite
freely, backwards, but something seemed to block them from turning forwards...and
the ‘something’ seemed to be in the swinging arm containing the driving chain,
rather than in the gearbox.
Removing the large sprocket cover-plate at the rear of the swinging arm did not
prove difficult, and we were almost overjoyed to find that the chain was, indeed,
broken. One link had snapped under significant pressure of some kind.
Our relative and false optimism was due to our naive assumption that ‘merely’
repairing or replacing the chain was bound to be much simpler than doing arcane
things inside a mangled gearbox. (HO! HO! And HO!)
Careful reading of the workshop manuals I have for both the Heinkel Tourist Scooter
and its Kabine counterpart was impressively unhelpful. There was information (and
diagrams) about REMOVING the swinging arm...which we DID NOT want to do ,if
avoidable...but NO information about removing or replacing the chain itself. Clearly,
IT was deemed to be ‘unbreakable’. (Oh, yeah ?)
Through the larger opening at the rear of the swinging arm, we could see that the
chain was broken ,as part of it was lying in the base of the casing. The other end of
the chain disappeared into the narrowing depths of the ‘engine end ’of the swinging
arm ,and ,initially, we dared not pull the chain out ,as a) we could not see the broken
link itself, and b) we could not see if or how the chain looped over the very small
sprocket, as this was hidden by the speedometer housing etc, and we did not want to
have to remove all of this unless absolutely necessary. Seeking guidance and
reassurance (again) from Rob Walters, I rang him and described what we had found,
confidently asking him, ‘Can we replace the chain without having to remove and
dismantle the swinging arm , speedo linkage etc?’
Rob’s worrying response, ‘Oh, Gawd, mate!’ somehow did not inspire us with
confidence, but undaunted ,(even though we lost the War), we determined to have a
go. As things turned out ,we had ‘a go’,MANY, MANY times!
We decided to throw caution to the wind and pull the broken chain right out, since
we couldn’t see where it was broken, and needed to fish around in the cavity to find
any broken link(s). To leave any broken bits inside would be asking for trouble...and
we had enough of that already.
Miraculously, we did eventually find a broken link, in two snapped off pieces,
which ,after much ‘fishing’, we managed to extract. THAT turned out to be ‘the
easy bit’. Initially ,we couldn’t find any joinable link in the chain, and wondered how
Rob had fitted it originally. (We later discovered that he had had EVERYTHING
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dismantled ,and it was a one piece chain ...and, in his words, it was STILL a bugger
of a job.
While I sat around thinking depressing thoughts, Dieter went home, (I couldn’t
blame him) and, wonder of wonders, found an identical chain amid his treasured
collection. He brought it down to show me.
Dieter was unavailable the next day, so, another engineer friend and I experimented
with a variety of ingenious, but unproductive techniques to see how we might loop a
new chain through the enclosed swinging arm cavity and over the small and
unseeable sprocket at the far end, then pull it back towards the large ,visible sprocket
and join the chain together.
We tried wire...soft, bendable wire...stiff, strong wire. We tried weighted string. We
tried swearing...lots of swearing. NOTHING looked remotely like working, and we
belatedly realised the deep significance of Rob’s earlier, remark. It really did not
seem possible to do what we were trying to do .My friend went home...but I was
already home, so I had no excuse.
After hours of cursing frustration ,I somehow got the new chain up through the dark
recesses of the arm and over the hidden ,small sprocket at the far end...or, at least, I
THOUGHT I might have done so.
At that point ,I gave up for the night ,and went to bed ,to dream of !#$% chains and
sprockets. It was not a restful night.
The next day ,Dieter appeared, happy and confident .(He’d obviously had a better
night than I’d had.)
To our joint surprise, we both concluded that , somehow, I had fluked the chain over
the small sprocket.. but we couldn’t work out why we couldn’t get it to rotate.
Perhaps, heaven help us ,there was something else stuck and /or broken inside the
casing. THAT did not bear dwelling upon!
And then...and THEN... in a flash of blinding light , we realised that the little red
monster was IN GEAR!
Once in neutral, the sprocket could be coaxed into rotating...and the new
chain made its grand appearance in the base of the cavity. There now remained the
‘simple’ (Who said THAT?) task of joining it together. The late Dr Ernst Heinkel
must have had great faith in his drive-trains, as the thickness of the chain, combined
with the narrowness of the cavity in which it turns, seemed to make it impossible to
fit a joining link in the confined space, ESPECIALLY when we realised it would
have to be pushed IN from the INSIDE of the cavity ,which was barely wider than
the chain itself. It was then ,folks, that the redoubtable Dieter had a brilliant
idea ...and the unredoubtable Simsie had a modest one...and the two ideas ,when
combined, achieved ‘the impossible’.
Dieter bent a piece of wire into a strange, turned back upon itself shape that
looked a bit like a proctologist’s instrument of torture . Into it, sort of upside -down
and back-to-front, we fitted the new link, from BEHIND the chain, intending to
PULL it into position so the rollers would push through the unjoined holes in the
somehow held together chain.
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The problem was that unless we could somehow hold the chain together
PRECISELY in position, with our ‘new ‘link held in place ,so that it lined up
perfectly from behind the chain, we could not coax it into place.
My modest contribution was to suggest we use another ,spare link, with the rollers
slightly cut short, to hold the chain temporarily together from the OUTSIDE, while
we manoeuvred the new link into position from the inside. If we could get the holes
to line up correctly, we should /might be able to PUSH the new link IN...and pop the
temporary one OUT...and ,after only 297 attempts, we DID SO!!
There then remained only the simple, (Ha! Ha!) task of slipping the circlip over the
joining –link,,,and Bob was our uncle...or so we thought.
We did ,after a while, fix the circlip into place, but Dieter, the perfectionist, realised it
was facing the wrong way. (ie, The open end of the circlip was at the front, as the
chain rotated forwards.)
Frustratingly, I had to agree with him. Many years ago, I worked in a bicycle shop,
and I learned that it is absolutely ‘de rigueur’ that the CLOSED end of a joining link
face the front. So, jointly defeated by our memories, we had to remove the circlip and
refit it ‘ the right way’.
There then followed a brief ‘Keystone Cops’ pantomime . When we slowly and
manually rotated the chain around to double-check that all was in order, we both
said ,at the same time, ‘Hang on ! That circlip is now facing the wrong way again!
And then..and THEN, truth dawned ! Dieter’s chain ,which he’d found at home, was
not 70 links in length, as we needed. He’d had to join it with ,you guessed it...a
joining link, exactly the same as ‘our’ joining link. There were TWO of the little
buggers now in the chain!. Dieter exclaimed ‘MY link is on back to front. We’ll have
to put the circlip round the proper way, too.’ And so ,we did.
This tortuous saga has had a happy ending ,at least to the extent that ,once we’d put
everything back together, regasketed the chain inspection cover, put fresh oil into all
relevant orifices and adjusted the clutch etc...the engine turned over happily and,
wonder of wonders ,I could engage the clutch and find REVERSE, NEUTRAL, 1st ,
2nd and 3rd gears WITHOUT the awful ‘clunk’ which formerly terrified me.
( There’s some fine-tuning to do in order to find 4th gear...but HEY, you can’t have
EVERYTHING, can you ? (C)
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Catalina Festival at Rathmines ………. 25th October

Rathmines is about 75 miles ( 120 kms) from Sydney and took an hour and a
half in the light early morning traffic. A perfect day weatherwise, and a good
rollup of interesting cars. Then there are the seaplanes. Probably 12 to 15,
mainly small, you could even call some of them almost Micro seaplanes. The
photo above shows the display of cars, and some of the seaplanes not in the
air.( yes, your intrepid editor took a joyflight with Sydney Seaplanes below)

This a very popular event, with thousands of spectators spread around the
parklands, bowling club, hangars, and display areas. Other attractions
included pony rides, inflatables, jumping castles, rides, and many stalls and
food and beverage vendors, but the main event was one and a half hours of
airshow, from formation flying, to smoke trailing aerobatics, and flyby’s by a
couple of heavier vintage planes. Unfortunately the Catalina Flying Boat,
Felix, was undergoing some restoration work at HARS at Albion Park.
p.s. the Prinz managed a lucky gate prize, so the effort was worth the trip.
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North West Transport Museum Bubble Car Event.
This will be especially of interest to anyone visiting the UK.
St Helens Transport Museum is located in the town of St Helens, Merseyside.
The once very busy bus depot is now a museum which is run by volunteers,
who freely giving their time, and work towards keeping it open to the public.
You find yourself transported through time, as it boasts a large
collection of running and retired buses, as well as a collection of classic cars,
bicycles and motorcycles.; not forgetting the two rooms, which are packed
with model railway layouts operated by their owners.
We were kindly invited for a second time to visit the museum for a one
off bubble car event on Sunday 7th June. Several of us met up en route from
Southport and Ormskirk and travelled in convoy on our short journey of 20
miles or so.
We arrived at the museum greeted by other bubble and microcar
owners who had travelled far and wide. The cars were all lined up in a
formation ready for the doors to be opened to the public. There was a wide
range of cars which consisted of 3 Messerschmitt kr200s, 1 BMW 600, 1
Trojan 200, and a further 2 Bond Minicars. The microcars got a lot of
attention throughout the day with vistors sharing stories and photos of cars
they once owned.
There were frequent trips out on some of the buses throughout the day and
there was plenty of time for bubble car owners to catch up with each other
discussing forth coming rallies and events over tea, coffee and hot and cold
snacks, all kindly provided by the museum's unique cafe.
Information provided by Paul Wren via Alan Town.
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German Autofest, Canberra 20th September 2015
To drive a micro car from Sydney to Canberra and get there by 9.00 am on a
Sunday, means leaving home at 5.00 am. That did not happen, but 6.00 am was a
reasonable compromise, although it meant that Don McDougall ( Rare Marque rep )
had to spend a few anxious minutes wondering if we would be filling the gaps he left
for us in the lineup. Alan Wall trailering his magnificent Heinkel, Keith Wall driving
his trusty Lloyd ( doesn’t sound like a german car, but it certainly is) and myself in
the Prinz met at Pheasants Nest and convoyed the rest of the way to the chosen spot
on the edge of lake Burley Griffin adjacent to the National Library and opposite the
Floriade site. Below is Don’s dart on the left and name ( recent Resto ) on the right

Bill Guthrie’s and Allen Wall’s Scooters
Keith Wall’s Lloyd, John Renshaw;s NSU
Fire Master’s Isetta on the right.
We did not see him, but at some stage
Fletch was able to shoot a Classic Resto.
The rare marques appeared occasionally
but only the Borgward Isabella coupe
was featured.
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My Wilton Experience
I had the address, but when we arrived, I did not immediately see the house
that Andrew Duncan built ( or should I say is building ) about 30 years ago. Long
term club member Andrew lives alone on a bush block ( acreage), which provides
him with the isolation and a back to nature thinking environment that all innovators/
inventors etc find necessary for their success. Andrew’s house design was meant to
enable him to build an aeroplane inside the house and get it out without a demolition.
The ground floor is basically completed, but there is still a staircase and
second floor to work on. The aeroplane is well and truly thought out and work could
start at any time. He is well and truly post retirement age, but figures he is only halfway through his life, so plenty of time for the myriad of ‘projects’ that we saw as
Margaret and I toured the sheds, containers and bush generally.
The first thing that happened, after his similarly aged friend left for home in
Wollongong on the motorbike he had bought from his grandson ( too dangerous for
the kids!), was that Andrew insisted I take a ride on his daily driver ( small Peugeot
motor scooter ). Even though I have had a motorbike licence for over 50 years, this
experience was a first. I did not fall off, so my wife ( and I) breathed a sigh of relief.

John not falling off the Peugeot Scooter
Margaret & Andrew top deck at snack bar
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Andrew not falling off the Velocette
Top Deck sleeping area

My Wilton Experience...cont.
The bus project below has been a number of things, including sleepover for his
daughter and her school friends, and for Andrew to ‘meditate’ in after lunch. The
longer term plan for the bus could be to permanently live in whilst travelling around
Australia when he ‘retires’, Note the Goggo on the left, one of several in different
locations nearby. The Goggo project will be a Dart, others might be sacrificed for this

Andrew has as his major storage for bikes and scooters ( many rare models) and
engines etc awaiting restoration, a 40 foot shipping container. Surprise, surprise, next
to the Aladdin’s cave of two wheelers is a collection of bath tubs, all in good shape.
He assures me that this is a collection he is minding for a lady friend who has a strong
interest in things equine ( spare water troughs perhaps).
Andrew has been minus both index fingers since the age of five. Seems he was
investigating a trunnion coupling on a caravan to see if he could poke one finger from
top, one finger from the bottom of the pin hole to touch finger tips, when the tow car
moved forward and the rest is history. In all a fascinating visit with heaps of stories to
tell, maybe more in another magazine.
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We did not go to Broke, but we went there anyway……..
At very short notice, we heard about a fairly major car display to be part of
the annual Fair at a country town near Pokolbin in the Hunter valley. The flyer
sounded good and Margaret and I decided that even though it would have been a bit
awkward to take the Micro, it would be a nice way to spend a Sunday by taking a run
to Broke in the ‘daily driver’ (and check it out for possible club attendance in 2016).
What a pleasant surprise…. Firstly on the M1 we were slowly passed by a
flock of 12 Ferrari’s with a lone Maserati in their midst, then after passing through
Pokolbin, a full on country fair in this tiny country town ( Broke) , with car and
motorbike displays as major features. We were very interested to find that the local
coal mine was offering bus trips out to view their ‘open cut’ and hear their story of
being responsible corporate citizens. The open cut turned out to be about 5 klms long
and 1 klm wide, the depth was hard to judge, but there are plans to go down another
200 metres. It is not the largest coal mine in the Hunter, and there are plenty more
like it. We spoke to a local family who had worked at the mine, were retrenched

recently, but still live about 20 klms away. They were not too happy with the noise
and dust that impacts on their semi-retired lifestyle. No micros at the show, but over
100 great looking cars and about 60 Bikes and 3 scooters. As you would expect, a
good range of eats, drinks, craft and local produce. Also a lot of animals on display,
and we were educated on the differences between asses, mules, burros and donkeys.
Oh, and a series of races with rocker covers on wheels, rolling down a metal
channelling track, a different kind of fun. Local musicians kept us all entertained as
we wandered around.
Coming home we decide to travel on the back road via Wollembi where we stopped
for coffee and cake. If you are not in a hurry, this is a pleasant scenic run with a few
hills and twists and turns, not unlike the Putty road further west. …… jr
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Thank you Sydney!
What a day, the 2015 Sydney Distinguished Gentleman's Ride was a brilliant success.
Despite the dreary start to the day, there were still over 700 beautifully dressed
Gentlefolk supporting the cause and riding throughout the fabulous city of Sydney.
None, of this could have been made possible without the amazing support of the
volunteer crew, the ride sponsors, the University of Sydney, The Honorable David
Hurley for the use of NSW Government House and The Grandstand Function Centre
for taking care of the riders in the morning and after party.
Thanks to the generous donating public in the build up to the 2015 event, Australians
alone have raised $660,000 AUD and counting for the Prostate Cancer Foundation of
Australia. Sydney is the highest fundraising city in the world, ahead of the equally
spectacular London and LA events.

MCSC were represented by Nick Whiting SS90 Vespa, Colin McFarland GP200
Lambretta, Rick Krassoi Heinkel Tourist ,Terry Colley Triumph Tiger 1050 ,Allen
Wall GP200 Lambretta
Interestingly, your editor, after advertising this event to members, happened to be
checking out Barangaroo, and heard a small number of older classic motor bikes on
Hickson Road, and by the time I got there, the small number had grown as they did
the circuit till over 600 were travelling in convoy. What a sight and what a sound.
Many of the riders were in suits, some in tuxedos and bow ties and even some very
well dressed ladies riding or pillioning.( is that a word?) ….jr
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‘Microcar and Scooter Club Inc’ No 987 6195.
Web site, www.microcarandscooterclub.org
Correspondence C/o MCSC. Post Office Box 42, Berowra, NSW, 2081.
President:
Scooter President
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Magazine Editor:

John Renshaw, ph 02 9484 8666, <pop.nan@optusnet.com.au>
Andy Jackson, <ozlambretta@gmail.com> ph 0406 752 533
Douglas Kennedy, ph 02 9456 0341, <douglaskennedy@internode.on.net>
Allen Wall, 02 9708 0347 or 0417 267 173, <alscooters@bigpond.com>
John Renshaw, (with Graham Sims as proof reader)

Webmaster:

Andy Jackson …. see above

Magazine Support:
Fred Diwell/all MCSC members
Mag prodn/distn
John Renshaw and Allen Wall
Events Co-ordinator: Niko Satria with a request for assistance from all members
Events:
Allen Wall, along with committee and member collaboration.
Research officer:
Douglas Kennedy, contact as above.
Spare parts adviser:
Fred Diwell, 02 4565 0219, e-mail microcarscooter@skymesh.com.au>
Club plate register
& inspector:
Keith Wall, and movement day book Ph 02 9790 3803 or 02 9708 0347
CMC delegates:
Allen Wall, Peter Luks and Vic Fenech
Publicity officer:
Allen Wall.
The objectives of membership are for the preservation, restoration and promotion of Microcars and
Scooters, all kept to as original condition as practical. Monthly meetings take place at the Greyhound
Club, Boardman Ave, Yagoona, on the third Friday of each month starting at 8.00 p.m. We hold
rallies and social events on a regular basis for members and associate with similar clubs here and
overseas. Localised personal information and advice can be acquired from our state delegates or web
site:








Victoria: Paul Lucas at Mornington, 03 5975 7203.
Queensland: Terry White at Kelvin Grove 07 3356 5828.
Tasmania: John Barrass at Newstead 03 6333 0544.
Western Australia Zig Pasnicki has put his hand up
08 9397 6315.
South Australia: Ian Wilson at Clearview 08 8262 3033.
Queensland Ruth Farrar (BMW specialist) 0438 883 201.
Other independent associated registers and clubs that promote the same ideals are: British two stroke
club in Victoria, Goggomobil register in NSW, Microcar Club of New Zealand, Siva in Perth WA,
Velosolex Oz group in Vic, and Southwest Brisbane motoring club inc.
The club magazine is published four times a year around the beginning of March, June, September,
and December. Items for inclusion should be submitted to the editor by the 10th of the month prior to
publication; receiving information early gives us a better chance of getting the magazine out on time.
Rates for half or full page advertisements are available at modest cost.
Membership joining and renewals can now be made by direct debit to Bendigo Bank BSB
633000.East Gosford, to MCSC Inc A/c 122802259. Make sure you put your name in the comments
section so we know who it’s from.
During compilation of this publication the MCSC editor believed all reports and information true and correct. However the editor
makes no representations, either expressed or implied as to the accuracy of information and data contained herein, and accepts no
liability for any use of the information and data or reliance placed upon it.
In other words if we got something wrong we are sorry and let us know. This particularly applies to phone numbers, dates,
technical details and name spelling. We do try our best! All rights reserved © 2015 MCSC.
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